Graduate Teaching Assistantship
The Sarah Isom Center for Women and Gender Studies
The University of Mississippi

The Sarah Isom Center for Women and Gender Studies seeks a graduate teaching assistant to teach introductory Gender Studies classes during the 2022-2023 academic year.

The Gender Studies Teaching Assistant will teach one section of G ST 201 (Introduction to Gender Studies) in the fall semester and one in the spring semester. Candidates will work with the Associate Director of the Sarah Isom Center on teaching and pedagogy. The teaching assistantship includes a $18,000 stipend, tuition remission, and health insurance.

Candidates must be currently enrolled in a Ph.D. program at the University of Mississippi and have at least 30 hours of graduate coursework. They must have taken either G ST 600 (Gender Studies Methodology) or G ST 601 (Gender Studies Theory), or their equivalents at other institutions. Preference will be given to those enrolled in the Isom Center’s Graduate Minor in Gender Studies at the University of Mississippi. Interested applicants should send a resume, a cover letter that details their qualifications for the position and the role of Gender Studies in their larger career goals, and a statement of teaching philosophy to Dr. Jaime Harker, Professor of English and Director of the Sarah Isom Center for Women and Gender Studies. **Applications should be submitted by March 31, 2022.**

For more information, contact:

Dr. Jaime Harker
Director, Sarah Isom Center for Women and Gender Studies
Suite D, 3rd Floor, Lamar Hall
662.915.5916
jlharker@olemiss.edu